The Oregonian
Retired Portland assistant police chief Donna Henderson
returns to City Hall for "new chapter'' in her career
By Maxine Bernstein
July 20, 2016
Donna Henderson, the former assistant police chief who retired last month after she was
pushed aside as acting chief when Portland Mayor Charlie Hales named Capt. Mike Marshman
to lead the force, is now working as the city's interim liquor licensing coordinator.
Henderson, 57, started her new job in City Hall on Wednesday.
She said she'd been talking to supervisors in the city's Office of Neighborhood Involvement for
months about a possible position upon retirement. Her retirement came much sooner than she
anticipated, though, when she was faced with a demotion to captain on June 27. She retired
days later.
"This is obviously a new chapter for me,'' Henderson told The Oregonian/OregonLive on
Wednesday afternoon. "It's a little more administrative work than I'm used to. But I'm also
looking forward to doing work out in the field.''
Amalia Alarcon de Morris, director of the city's Office of Neighborhood Involvement, called
Henderson's appointment a "natural fit.''
"Donna's extensive experience in the community and enforcement is a natural fit to this
program in the Livability Center,'' Alarcon de Morris said in a prepared statement.
The liquor licensing coordinator for the city makes recommendations to the Oregon Liquor
Control Commission about liquor establishments in the city, and works to address public safety
or nuisance complaints related to the sale and service of alcohol in Portland. Henderson will be
replacing Michael Boyer.
Theresa Marchetti, livability program manager for the neighborhood involvement office, said
Henderson was selected for an interim assignment while the city tries to recruit a liquor
licensing coordinator.
Henderson retired after 28 years with the Police Bureau and is collecting a police pension. In an
interview with The Oregonian/OregonLive after her retirement, Henderson said she felt
betrayed by former Police Chief Larry O'Dea, who remains under criminal investigation
stemming from his off-duty shooting of a friend during a camping trip in Harney County in late
April. O'Dea retired June 27, while on paid leave from the bureau.
The city's Independent Police Review Division is continuing to investigate why O'Dea's
command staff, his assistant chiefs at the time and the internal affairs captain at the time,
didn't initiate a police review division inquiry into O'Dea's off-duty shooting. When Marshman
was named chief, he chose his own assistant chiefs and demoted the assistant chiefs who
served under O'Dea to captains.

Henderson has defended her actions in connection with O'Dea's off-duty shooting, saying it was
the role of the internal affairs captain to ensure an administrative investigation was started.
Henderson at the time oversaw the bureau's criminal investigations unit, but O'Dea's off-duty
shooting was being investigated by an outside law enforcement agency.
Henderson said Wednesday that it's her intent to apply for the full liquor control licensing
coordinator's job in the future, as long as the fit is right over the next several months.
The Office of Neighborhood Involvement is under the control of City Commissioner Amanda
Fritz.

The Portland Tribune
Sources: Will elected officials, staff be ready to make nice?
By Jim Redden
July 21, 2016
By now, everyone who follows Portland politics knows KGW-TV obtained some of Mayor
Charlie Hale’s text messages that show strained relations with Commissioner Steve Novick and
Multnomah County Chair Deborah Kafoury. The tensions even extended to Hales’ former chief
of staff Josh Alpert and county communications director Dave Austin.
Strained relations between elected officials and their staff members is nothing new, of course.
For example, liberal Neil Goldschmidt and conservative Frank Ivancie fought famously when
they served together on the City Council in the 1970s. But Hales, Novick and Kafoury agree on
almost everything.
If that sounds familiar, remember when the “Mean Girls” on the Multnomah County
Commission were bickering from 2003 to 2006. The situation wasn’t resolved until former Chair
Diane Linn was replaced by Ted Wheeler, the next mayor of Portland.
News of note
Which isn’t to say there aren’t some newsworthy text messages.
For example, on May 20, Alpert wrote to Hales that Multnomah County “screwed up” the city’s
plans to open more homeless shelters by rejecting all of the sites they had proposed. Alpert
said he had the emails to prove it, but had gone off the record with a reporter named “Brad”
and persuaded him to hold off making a public records request for them.
Several text messages were sent to Hales before and after news broke about former Policer
Chief Larry O’Dea shooting a friend during an off-duty hunting trip. Some remind Hales that if
he is asked about it, he cannot say anything because of the ongoing investigation, except that
O’Dea “feels terrible about it.” When O’Dea says Willamette Week is about to report the story,
Alpert replies, “Oh no, Chief! We’ve got your back.”

And Hales apparently was sending and receiving text messages during City Council meetings on
May 18 and 19, judging by the times they were sent and received.
Lots of pillow talk
going on?
Does it sometimes seem that everyone in government is related to one another here in
Oregon?
For example, former Multnomah County Chair Jeff Cogen recently was hired as executive
director of NW Impact. The nonprofit social service agency receives funding from the Portland
Children’s Levy, whose executive director, Lisa Pellegrino, is married to him.
And new Portland Police Chief Mike Marshman is married to Shea Marshman, the former
director of planning and research for the Multnomah County Sheriff’s Office. She resigned last
October, later saying Sheriff Dan Staton retaliated against her for a critical report.

Willamette Week
Portland Rehires Ousted Acting Police Chief Donna Henderson
to Run Liquor Office
By Beth Slovic
July 20, 2016
Donna Henderson, who was summarily dismissed from her job as acting Portland police chief
June 27 in the wake of the Larry O'Dea shooting investigation, has returned to Portland City
Hall—this time as interim coordinator with the city's liquor licensing program in the Office of
Neighborhood Involvement.
Henderson's return is unusual given the circumstances of her departure.
Mayor Charlie Hales named Henderson acting police chief in May, after putting then-Chief Larry
O'Dea on administrative leave pending inquiries into his off-duty shooting of a friend on a
camping trip in Eastern Oregon.
But when O'Dea retired under pressure in June amid a criminal inquiry into the shooting, Hales
named Mike Marshman the new chief. Marshman, in turn, announced he would demote
Henderson, who joined the bureau in 1988, to captain.
At the time, Henderson and three other top police officials under O'Dea faced a city inquiry into
possible violations of bureau policy over how they responded to news of O'Dea's shooting
incident, The Portland Tribune reported. No one who knew of the shooting, including the
mayor, alerted Portland's Independent Police Review division. That inquiry is ongoing.
Rather than be demoted, Henderson chose to retire, effective July 1.
She told The Oregonian, in a story published July 6, that she was unfairly scapegoated. "O'Dea
'misled the mayor, his senior staff and internal affairs about the incident,"' the newspaper

reported. "'I would have never covered for Chief O'Dea for anything, let alone something like
this.'"
Henderson did not respond to a request for comment.
When asked by WW for comment, Hales issued a brief statement: "I congratulate Donna
Henderson on her new position."
The Office of Neighborhood Involvement is under the control of Commissioner Amanda Fritz,
who is out of the country.

Some Homeless Campers Have Lived Along the Springwater
Corridor for a Decade
By Thacher Schmid
July 20, 2016
On July 15, Portland Mayor Charlie Hales gave an eviction notice to the largest homeless camp
in the Pacific Northwest.

The mayor announced that, starting Aug. 1, Portland police would sweep homeless people
living along the Springwater Corridor bike trail. As many as 500 people are living along the trail,

with the biggest camps in East Portland between Southeast 82nd Avenue and the wetlands of
Beggars Tick Wildlife Refuge.
The camps have incited the fury of neighbors as they grew during the past year, becoming one
of the largest concentrations of homeless people in the nation.
"We have resisted removing campers from the area because we don't yet have good options
for all the people living there," Hales said in a statement. "But public safety and environmental
issues have reached a tipping point."
It's unclear where the hundreds of campers will go. Multnomah County just opened a new East
Portland shelter, but many of those beds are already taken.
In the week before Hales' announcement, WW visited several camps along the Springwater.
Here are three of the people who told us their stories.
Rachel Monahan contributed reporting to this story.
Name: Florida, aka "The
President"
Age: 46
The "president" of a 45-tent
camp known as Headquarters,
the largest camp along the
Springwater Corridor, Florida
lives next to Johnson Creek and
"Mohawk," another veteran. A
large U.S. flag hangs from a
tree overhead.
Like many campers, Florida is
intelligent, resourceful and
uses hard drugs—heroin, in his
case.
Florida says he holds a B.A. in mechanical engineering. He was a .50-caliber machine gunner in
Operations Desert Storm and Desert Shield, he says, but lost his veteran's benefits after lying to
military officials.
He puts down a handful of bicycle pedals to grab a piece of freshly grilled steak offered by a
neighbor, then scolds a reporter who crushes a Mountain Dew can: "We don't do that here,
man." He adds that campers "go deep into Clackamas, Sellwood" to collect aluminum cans.
Florida says local TV news stations often shoot footage of the camp from a spot directly across
Johnson Creek, where campers wash clothes and dishes and sometimes bathe. "The neighbors
across Johnson Creek hate us," he says, "so they let news crews come."
Where he'll go: Florida has roots in Pittsburgh and Florida, he said, and plans to quit his 35-year
drug habit once and for all. "When I leave here," he says, "I'm done with drugs."

Name: Hillary
Age: 48
Hillary and her husband, Joel—who
says he's been living "up and down
Johnson Creek" for about 13 years—
eschew use of last names, like most
campers. Married five years, the pair
occupy a small tent a few feet from
the bike path. They're removed from
the ruckus of the main Headquarters
camp, where the yelling and screams
grow more intense as afternoon turns
to twilight.
"Everywhere we go, we plant a garden," Hillary says. "What's the best thing about living here?
The garden." A native of Southeast Portland who grew up nearby, Hillary is disabled and
receives Social Security benefits. Despite her bad knees and obvious difficulty walking, her care
for her jalapeños, tomatoes and sunflowers necessitates a daily walk with buckets down to
Johnson Creek for water. She shares her veggies with other campers. "Out here," she says, "we
know each other and we respect each other."
Where she'll go: Hillary and Joel aren't sure, though they're certain it will have a garden. "I
want to see the rest of Oregon, heard it's beautiful," Joel says. "I ain't seen the ocean yet."
Name: Sam Blaga
Age: 39
Calmly munching on a burrito on a park bench in
front of Beggars Tick Wildlife Refuge, Sam Blaga
recounts the car accident and string of events that
led him from being housed and employed full-time
to living in his car nearby.
"It all started with a little vacation," says Blaga,
whose easygoing tone and steady gaze are notable
in an area where drug use is the norm. "Some girl
hit me, hurt my lower back." After that: loss of job,
stolen wallet, stolen truck, a move to a vacant
house, then to his car.
"I was saving money to buy a house, but now I'm
starting all over again," he says. "[Homelessness] is
kind of like a circle, a never-ending circle. On the
streets, it seems like I'm just getting shut down,
nonstop."

Where he'll go: "To tell the truth, I don't have a plan," Blaga says. "It does feel really weird. I
have nothing in my mind—blankness."

The Portland Mercury
Portland’s Police Reforms Are Headed Toward a Big Shake Up
By Doug Brown
July 20, 2016
AFTER NEARLY two years of a rocky, uniquely Portland marriage, a group of well-paid Chicago
academics and the local volunteer board overseeing Portland police reforms appear headed for
a separation.
“I got a letter from COCL; they want to divorce us!” said Jimi Johnson, of the
volunteer Community Oversight Advisory Board (COAB), at the group’s monthly meeting last
Thursday. “If that’s the case, so be it.”
Johnson was talking about a July 11 petition from Dennis Rosenbaum and Amy Watson—two
Chicago-based professors hired to serve as the Compliance Officer-Community Liaison
(COCL) under a settlement the City of Portland reached in 2014 with the US Department of
Justice (DOJ) over police abuses. After months of fractious meetings plagued by audience
outbursts and what they say is the COAB’s “blatant disregard” for their authority, Rosenbaum
and Watson now say they see no way to successfully work with the board any longer.
The feeling is mutual.
“I think there are plenty of professionals around the table,” said the COAB’s Mireaya Medina at
last week’s meeting. “I think we should be able to choose the person who’ll be our chair.”
Under the current settlement agreement, the COCL is required to chair the COAB, which “gives
the COCL pretty much blank authority to run meetings and set agendas,” explained board
member Tom Steenson, a prominent civil rights attorney who has been among the COAB
members leading the charge for a separation.
Together, the two bodies are tasked with overseeing the implementation of changes to the
Portland Police Bureau (PPB) stemming from a DOJ investigation into the bureau’s use of force
and mistreatment of mentally ill people. The COCL’s job is to provide “unbiased expert analysis”
and quarterly reports. The COAB is supposed to have its 15 members provide “community
input” to the COCL and “independently assess implementation” of the agreement.
“How COAB has been operated hasn’t been healthy,” said member Philip Wolfe. Many on the
board say the process has been ineffective in changing the bureau for the better—and they
point to Rosenbaum and Watson.
“It’s not their fault that they’re from Chicago,” says Portland Copwatch’s Dan Handelman,
who’s been closely keeping tabs on police accountability in the city for more than two decades.
“But I think that was a mistake and everybody knew it was a mistake from the beginning.”

In recent months, numbers on the COAB have dwindled. On Thursday, the 10 remaining
members of the group voted to request the city and DOJ alter their agreement to allow for a
court-appointed monitor to replace the COCL. In the wake of the recent resignation by board
chair Kathleen Saadat (see her exit report at the bottom), appointed last year, the board also
voted to nominate a new chair from within its own membership.
On July 4, Steenson drafted an “open letter” signed by nine of the 10 remaining COAB
members, signaling that position. The COCL’s Watson and Rosenbaum cited it in their damning
separation petition to the feds a week later. That seven-page petition lays blame for the
breakdown of the relationship on perceived disrespect and lack of understanding of the process
by COAB members, and outbursts from activists in the crowd that have led to arrests and early
meeting adjournments.
“The current COAB structure is not working as intended,” the document says. “We believe the
extent of damage done to this point prohibits restoration of the relationship between COCL and
COAB. As a result of nearly two years of ambiguity, disrespect, and willful undermining of the
COCL’s authority to run the COAB, we are requesting the Settlement Agreement be amended to
separate the COCL from the COAB.”
Most in the COAB want a court-appointed monitor instead of the COCL. That’s a move that
would partly scuttle the inventiveness of Portland’s plan, putting it in the ranks of other cities
the feds have sued over police abuses.
A monitor would be a nationally recognized law enforcement expert who would be given
“broad sweeping powers” to talk to the cops, analyze data, ask questions, and “then prepare
necessary changes to implement the settlement agreement” based on established best
practices, explained Steenson. He cited how Seattle, with a court-appointed monitor, has
responded after it was sued by the feds, saying that city’s reforms are the size of “old-fashioned
phonebooks with written policy changes and training requirements, highlighted issues,
whatever needs to be done.”
Any changes in the settlement agreement must be recommended by the DOJ. If the city agrees,
“the Parties shall stipulate to modify the Agreement accordingly.”
Steenson and Wolfe both said they’ve talked to DOJ officials who seem open to the new plan.
“It’s my sense that they are receptive to amendments to fix problems in the existing settlement
agreement—I have no idea how the city will view our recommendations if we pass it, or the
COCL’s petition to get out of the COCL chair,” said Steenson. The DOJ has been open to
reducing COAB’s “overwhelming” responsibilities and replacing the COCL with a courtappointed monitor, he said.
Mayor Charlie Hales’ spokesperson, Sara Hottman, tells the Mercury that Hales “supports any
reasonable effort to restructure the COCL and COAB so they are able to effectively implement
the DOJ settlement agreement.”
Regarding a potential replacement for Saadat—the COAB wants to tap someone within its ranks
instead of a person handpicked by the COCL—Hottman says “the search for a replacement is on
hiatus until the role of the COCL team member to chair the COAB is more concretely defined.”

During public comment at the meeting on Thursday, JoAnn Hardesty, president of the Portland
Chapter of the NAACP who’s connected with the Albina Ministerial Alliance Coalition for Justice
and Police Reform, warned members that leading the COAB is a tough and often thankless job.
“I want to remind you that the two people who chaired it both worked 60 to 80 hours a week
and both resigned partly because of exhaustion,” she said, referencing Saadat and former
Oregon Supreme Court Justice Paul De Muniz before her. “After observing the sheer exhaustion
of the staff and the sheer frustration of the community who wants to be heard, I think it’s really
important that you COAB members own the COAB process, but I caution you on thinking that as
volunteers you can absorb another 60 to 80 hours a week. I think that the reality is that the
work you do is critical especially with what’s happening in our country right now, and we
cannot afford for you to fail.”

Hall Monitor—The Biggest Whack-A-Mole
By Dirk VanderHart
July 20, 2016
LAST WEDNESDAY, a Multnomah County judge tossed a lawsuit against Mayor Charlie
Hales’ homeless camping strategy—finding that the business and neighborhood interests who
say it’s harmed them haven’t made their case. (They plan to re-file.)
It might have been a reason for the mayor to be heartened in the face of omnipresent outcry
over homelessness in the city. Instead, Hales promptly acknowledged that the controversial
camping policy has fallen short.
“It has not succeeded as we hoped—in part because the problem has overwhelmed the policy,”
Hales told me two days after the judge’s decision.
Rather than a humane system where small groups of homeless Portlanders with nowhere else
to go could set up for the night without fear of consequence, the mayor said that a lack of
resources for enforcing the policy had too often allowed larger encampments.
Which made his announcement the same day seem quizzical. Hales’ office revealed that it’s
planning to sweep hundreds of campers off the Springwater Corridor multi-use path beginning
August 1, after weeks of outreach from social services agencies.
“People don’t think it’s safe to be on a community trail.... That’s not okay,” Hales said of the
decision.
It’s easy to see why the mayor wants to clean up the Springwater. Since last year, tension over
increased camping along the trail has led to ever-growing angst. Neighbors and homeless
campers alike have experienced crime at the hands of bad actors. Rumors run rampant about
plans to terrorize homeless people away from the trail.
It’s an entrenched issue that stretches from Southeast Portland into Gresham—but also one
that the “safe sleep policy” that Hales is backing away from never contemplated addressing.
The Springwater was always considered an entity to itself, different than smaller camps around

town. That’s why City of Portland has been working with a local mediation group and other
governments in order to plot a comprehensive way to address the path.
They’ve not arrived at a solution, but the city’s moving forward. And the really questionable
part of the decision to sweep the Springwater is that Hales knows it’s going to lead to other
problems, that it’ll push hundreds of people with nowhere better to be—in a city without
enough services to address their needs—elsewhere. Wherever “elsewhere” is.
“Some of those people are going to go to shelter,” Hales said. “Some of those folks are going to
camp elsewhere, and hopefully do so in a way that has less impact that what we’ve seen along
the Springwater.”
“Hopefully” has rarely worked on this problem. A central reason for the “safe sleep policy,”
often repeated by the mayor in the past few months, is that it is unfair to tell people “you can’t
sleep here” without being able to offer another option.
That sentiment is no less true today. There’s still no other option, in many cases, and sweeping
people still too frequently becomes a game of whack-a-mole.
And with a sprawling situation like the Springwater, this might be the largest version this city’s
ever played.

The Daily Journal of Commerce
Pilot errors: test run of Community Benefits Agreement
reveals flaws
By Garrett Andrews
July 20, 2016
Community Benefits Agreements: Contracts tying stakeholders of large projects to objectives
that benefit a project-affected community – e.g., targeted hires of women and minorities.
CBAs are now a hot topic at the intersection of social justice and public contracting. Four years
ago, the city of Portland established a pilot program to measure the efficacy of the emerging
contract delivery method, using two Water Bureau projects as test cases. Now, the results of an
independent evaluation are in, and they don’t portray a sweeping success.
Among the criticisms in the report: a community oversight board charged with disbursing “setaside” funds that was burdened by too many responsibilities, and that operated near the line of
conflict of interest – with board members receiving more than 80 percent of the money allotted
by the board. Another was the inclusion of a $500,000 line item by the contractor to administer
the pilot program. Plus, “few” of the programs funded by set-aside dollars had anything to do
with the two Water Bureau projects.
For the reasons outlined in the report, city officials are concerned about a repeat of the pilot
project, and worry about using pure CBAs again.

Conflict building
Portland had business goals for hiring more women and minorities prior to a 1989 U.S. Supreme
Court ruling that struck them down and others like them. In 1994, the Portland City Council
established the Workforce Training and Hiring Program under then-Mayor Vera Katz. Other
efforts to crack a construction workforce almost entirely white and male followed, including the
Sheltered Market Program in the late 1990s, and later the imposition of Good Faith Effort
requirements.
Despite these efforts, observers note a stark lack of progress. Some have complained that
through the current building boom the city has been able to hit its diversity targets only
through increased utilization of minorities in the “peripheral” trades – hauling, flagging,
custodial work, etc. – that pay less, are more dangerous, and, some say, reinforce damaging
stereotypes.
Community Benefits Agreements were devised as a way to hold developers to promises they
often make to governments to win project approval – through the use of contracts with
stakeholders and regular check-ins.
In September 2012 the City Council resolved to test CBAs on two Water Bureau projects. Using
best practices devised by the UCLA Labor Center as a guide, coalition members spent two years
drafting the contracts used in the pilot project, according to Kelly Haines, a senior project
manager with Worksystems Inc., an administrative entity involved.
For the $57 million Kelly Butte project, an above-ground 10-million-gallon steel tank was
replaced with a 25-million-gallon reinforced concrete underground reservoir. For the $35
million Interstate Maintenance Facility renovation, a 28,000-square-foot building and a 38,000square-foot building were constructed to replace an outdated bureau facility. Hoffman
Construction was the general contractor-construction manager for both projects.
The CBA coalition was made up of community organizations, labor unions, minority business
owners and pre-apprenticeship training programs. It was charged with overseeing broad
aspects of the two projects, including the dispersal of 1 percent of total construction costs
earmarked for CBA-related services (around $769,000). To distribute this money, it formed a
group called the Labor Management Community Oversight Committee (LMCOC), which was
made up of representatives of groups including the Urban League of Portland, Oregon
Tradeswomen, Constructing Hope and Worksystems Inc.
Where the money went
The sole entity responsible for the management of funds and implementation of CBA programs
was the LMCOC. According to the report, this arrangement led to numerous issues.
For one, the relatively small group of people who managed the CBA wrote the requests for
proposals used on both projects. Though the report states that “no evidence” of actual conflicts
of interest was found (members were said to have recused themselves when necessary), the
LMCOC’s actions created the appearance of conflict of interest, according to the report by
Framework LLC. The private evaluation, released in May, also found no evidence that LMCOC

members ever signed conflict of interest statements – a standard move for leaders managing
public funds.
Of the $769,651 from the 1 percent set-aside that went to CBA programs, 83 percent was
awarded to members of the LMCOC. They include:
•

Constructing Hope: $169,600

•

Oregon Tradeswomen: $158,793

•

WSI/CAWS: $111,687

•

Portland Youth Builders: $96,200

•

F.M. Burch & Associates: $61,743

•

Emerald Cities-Portland: $37,310

•

Urban League of Portland: $1,400

The city’s cost to administer the pilot program is estimated at $130,597, or 17 percent of the 1
percent set-aside. This includes staff time for the Procurement Services office, which spent an
estimated 460 hours attending LMCOC meetings and preparing minutes and reports – at a
direct cost of $25,000. Some of these services are already provided by the city for projects of
this nature, according to the report.
Additionally, Hoffman Construction spent $542,000 to meet its workforce and contract diversity
requirements, charging the costs to a line item titled, “CBA administration.”
“While some of these costs were related to LMCOC meetings and CBA reporting requirements,
it is likely that most costs would have been incurred with or without a CBA,” the report states.
To this, Hoffman Construction Senior Vice President Bart Eberwein said the charges accurately
reflect the cost to perform adequate outreach to minority communities and send senior staff
members to regular meetings for three-plus years. He noted the pilot project achieved almost
all of the city’s lofty diversity goals.
“They put their money where their mouth was,” he said. “I mean, this stuff doesn’t happen
without a lot of time and effort. It’s to the city’s credit I think that they put diversity right up
there with quality and schedule in terms of importance. And they had to put a little dough into
it. And I think people should take their hats off to them.”
Beyond who got the money, there’s the matter of what work was completed. The report
mentions that little of the 1 percent set-aside actually went to the Kelly Butte or Interstate
projects.
“Few of the workers and firms participating in CBA-funded programs … were placed on or
subcontracted to the two Water Bureau projects,” the report states.
In light of the issues mentioned in the report, Fred Miller, head of Portland’s Office of
Management and Finance, has pushed to not employ a CBA on the upcoming Portland Building
seismic upgrade/renovation, which his office is overseeing. The $195 million project is currently

in preconstruction, and its own 1 percent set-aside has been the subject of scrutiny by the city’s
Equitable Contracting and Purchasing Commission, and elsewhere.
Miller pointed to a portion of the report comparing the two pilot program projects against
other contract delivery methods used by the city – Sheltered Market and Good Faith Effort.
“The aggregate results are not appreciably different from other projects,” he said.
Miller is pushing to use a modified form of CBA for the Portland Building project.
“I’m uncomfortable with a set-up where people don’t sign conflict of interest statements,” he
said, “and the vast majority of the money is allocated to themselves.”
Target practice
It’s worth noting that in one important sense, the pilot project was a sure success: achieving its
stated mission of meeting the city’s ambitious diversity targets. Fifty percent of apprentice
hours for the Kelly Butte project were worked by minorities (the goal was 18 percent). A third
of hard construction costs for the Interstate project went to M/W/DBE firms (12 percent was
the goal). With the exception of women journey-level workers, all CBA targets for the two
projects were hit.
The Framework report doesn’t tell the whole story, according to Haines. Her group issued a
clarification following the report’s publication. In it, she wrote that LMCOC members recused
themselves whenever their organizations were under consideration for contract awards. She
notes that city staff members served on the committee, attended every meeting and prepared
meeting minutes.
“If there was any concern about conflict of interest, they were able to voice those concerns,”
she said.
Conflicts are hard to avoid in this arena, Haines said, because few groups in Oregon are
qualified to perform the services requested by a CBA. Only four organizations in the region
were qualified to provide pre-apprenticeship services for the pilot project, and one – Portland
Community College – declined to participate.
“It’s kind of a small pool with few fish,” she said. “It’s hard when you want to work with
qualified and experienced training providers, and there’s only so many in this area.”
Overall, Haines called the experience “a little bit frustrating.”
“That evaluation pulled out some lessons learned about the pilot program and how we can
improve on it,” she said. “But at the end of the day, all the money’s accounted for, people
recused themselves – so it was all appropriately managed. But going forward, there can be
more formalities in place.”
Several major projects lie ahead for the city, including the Portland Building project, the
Washington Park Reservoir project, and park renovations being paid for with a $68 million
bond.

Faye Burch of F.M. Burch & Associates said the pilot project retained more minority
subcontractors than she’d seen before. The city benefitted from having experts like OTI,
Portland Youth Builders and Constructing Hope involved with the CBA, she said.
“They helped us get the numbers that we wanted to achieve,” she said.
However, CBAs aren’t right for all projects, Burch said.
“I think they fit some projects, and some projects, they don’t,” she said. “I think you can do it
without a CBA, but I think this CBA had some great results.”

Bridge Housing tapped for affordable housing project
By Chuck Slothower
July 19, 2016
The Portland Housing Bureau has chosen Bridge Housing to build 61 new affordable apartments
for low-income residents in the Eliot neighborhood, the nonprofit developer announced
Monday.
The four-story North Williams Center, designed by Ankrom Moisan Architects, will form a “U”
shape around a central courtyard. Ground is expected to be broken on the $18.3 million project
in mid-2017.
Apartments will range from one to three bedrooms.
City Commissioner Dan Saltzman, in a prepared statement, said Bridge Housing has taken a
“thoughtful approach” to community stability with the project.
Cynthia Parker, Bridge Housing’s president and CEO, said many longtime residents have been
priced out and displaced from the Northeast Portland neighborhood.
Bridge said it plans to retain Albertina Kerr, a nonprofit that provides on-site services, to expand
art and garden programs to residents.
The project comes as city officials make a major push for affordable housing. Last month, the
City Council referred a $258 million housing bond to the November ballot.
The property at 2124-2146 N. Williams Ave. has a long history of shifting uses. Multnomah
County acquired the property in 2013. Before that, it had served since 1998 as the site of Port
City Development Center, a vocational training center for developmentally disabled clients.
In other periods, the site over nearly three decades had served as an industrial battery
manufacturing and recycling center, an upholstery company and a lounge chair manufacturer,
according to a Multnomah County report.
The property is approximately 50,000 square feet.

